
Clichés & idioms

Abbreviations & 
contractions

Jargon

Vague language 

Colloquialisms & 
slang

Colloquialisms and slang are 
inappropriate for essays. As an essay 
writer, you need to be objective. Using 
slang can imply a level of familiarity, 
which loses this objectivity. The words 
used in essays are also literal, so words 
should be used according to their 
dictionary definitions. 
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Although your essay reader is likely to be
a subject-expert, do not assume that they
will know the meaning of every piece of
jargon. Use technical terms with
confidence, but don’t overload your essay
with jargon, as this will detract from your
argument and make your essay unclear.

How come    → why
Kind of stuff → issue
Kids → children
OK/alright → adequate
Get/got → obtain(ed)

Above board → legitimate
Part and parcel→ intrinsic
Crystal clear → clear
Easier said than done→ difficult 
in practice  

Can’t/won’t→ cannot/will not
Shouldn’t/wouldn’t→ Should 
not/ would not
T.V/ Dr.→ television/ doctor
e.g.→ for example

Can’t/won’t→ cannot/will not
Shouldn’t/wouldn’t→ Should 
not/ would not
T.V → television
Dr.→ doctor

The fuller forms of words should always
be used in essay writing, whether for
contractions or abbreviations, as these
are used in informal writing and speech.
You want to create a formal tone in order
to establish objectivity in your criticism, so
use CTRL + F to find apostrophes, and
write the fuller form instead.

You may feel that a cliché perfectly
captures the essence of your argument,
but it has the opposite effect in academic
writing. Clichés and idioms are too
general, and place focus on the words
used, rather than the meaning, or
argument you are conveying.

In academic writing, you are encouraged
to hedge, but without being vague. So
where is the line? Precision is a key trait
of academic writing, so although your
claims should not be absolute, they
should not be ambiguous either.

A bit/ little → to a lesser extent/ 
minimally/ fairly/ passably 
A lot → a great deal/ an 
abundance/ wholly/ totally
Sort of → somewhat/slightly


